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It has been over 30 years since the report by Dr. Harold

Luft and colleagues in the New England Journal of Med-

icine demonstrating an inverse relationship between

hospital volume and mortality for selected surgical proce-

dures.1 Almost 20 years later the Leapfrog Group, a

consortium of large corporations and public agencies that

purchase health care, suggested minimum volume stan-

dards for five high-risk surgical procedures as part of a

broader, value-based purchasing initiative.2 However, use

of volume as a quality metric remains controversial, as it is

not a direct indicator of quality of care, but is often asso-

ciated with quality and can be easily calculated. Over

several decades, countless publications have strengthened

the reproducible association of higher hospital volume and

improved outcome (operative mortality), particularly with

regard to pancreatic surgery. It is inescapable that some

minimum experience (patient volume) is necessary for both

the acquisition and maintenance of surgical skill and per-

haps of equal or greater importance, the development of

multidisciplinary teams which enhance all aspects of

patient evaluation and treatment. Multidisciplinary teams

likely impact multiple fundamental factors which affect

outcomes including patient selection, perioperative treat-

ment, and postoperative care. Not surprisingly, the benefit

of high volume centers extends beyond the postoperative

period and is associated with improved long-term patient

survival.3 Patient volume and the clinical experience that it

generates combined with outcome assessment (Hawthorne

effect) makes for improved results. The published data in

support of a volume-outcome relationship has resulted in

some degree of regionalization of care in other countries,4,5

but a general lack of progress in the United States where a

host of explanations have been brought forth to explain the

lack of progress: patients may not want to travel or cannot

afford the cost of travel; loss of experience for physicians

at low volume hospitals (a concern of possibly greater

consequence when dealing with patients who may require

emergent surgery); financial implications of the possible

loss of pancreatic cancer patients—likely not a significant

concern for the surgery-related revenue (at low volume

institutions), but to the extent that all pancreatic disease

may leave (especially if lost from the hospital system), the

downstream revenue for the system including infusion,

pharmacy, and diagnostic imaging may be significant; and

finally, the opinion that general surgeons are well trained in

pancreatic and upper abdominal surgery and referral to

specialty programs is unnecessary. In this issue of the

Annals of Surgical Oncology, Drs. Swanson and colleagues

report findings from the National Cancer Data Base, again

supporting the volume-outcome (mortality) relationship for

major pancreatic resection and they also find that 90-day

mortality is twice that of 30-day mortality, even at high

volume hospitals.6 The authors conclude that hospitals

should be aware of their annual volume, the mortality rates

at 30 and 90 days, and be benchmarked to high volume

hospitals. The manuscript raises important questions: What

other outcomes should be measured beyond 30-day mor-

tality? With the excess of data supporting the volume-

outcome relationship, what barriers exist which prevent

regionalization of care and how can we move the needle in

the direction of policy change?

First, in the context of oncology, and especially for

diseases such as pancreatic cancer which have a finite

survival, it is clear that we need to measure other outcomes

in addition to 30-day mortality. The patients included in the
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Swanson study underwent elective pancreatectomy

(Table 2b. included pancreaticoduodenectomy, total pan-

createctomy, or extended pancreatectomy—emergency

operations of this kind are rare) and the authors demon-

strated that the safety of elective pancreatic resection is not

accurately reflected in 30-day mortality. We are left to

conclude that 90-day mortality reflects treatment-related

complications because disease-related death within 90 days

would be very uncommon even for pancreatic cancer,

assuming that the patient was deemed an acceptable

operative candidate. A cumulative 90-day treatment-related

mortality rate of 8.0 % is unacceptable when one considers

the very modest potential for treatment-related cure (fur-

ther comment below). That said, pancreatic cancer

represents a unique opportunity to further refine outcome

criteria to more accurately reflect the safety and oncologic

benefit of surgery. In addition to 90-day mortality, such

criteria would include rates of reoperation, readmission,

and length of hospital stay. Beyond assessment of the

safety of surgery, we need to assess the impact of surgery

on patient-centered outcomes including discharge destina-

tion (home vs nursing facility) and performance status (to

include independence with self-care) at 90 and perhaps

180 days. These latter statistics would account for the

higher risk operations which may have been associated

with surgery-related morbidity but resulted in a very good

intermediate-term outcome. For patients who undergo

pancreatic surgery for cancer, survival at one, two, and

three years should be measured. It is time to acknowledge

that the ability to do the operation safely does not justify its

performance; hospitals (and physicians) should also be

accountable for the impact of elective surgery on sub-

sequent patient-centered outcomes (functional

independence and survival duration), especially when the

recommended operations have such defined risks for

morbidity and mortality and options exist for non-surgical

therapies.

Assuming we follow the recommendations of Swanson

and colleagues and measure more than 30-day surgery-

associated mortality, what is the impact of another outcome

measurement if we fail to acknowledge the reproducible

volume-outcome data generated over the past decades and

translate it into health policy? Patients with pancreatic

cancer continue to be operated upon in low volume hos-

pitals resulting in unnecessary morbidity/mortality and

inferior survival durations—what is responsible for the

inferior outcome and why does it continue? Optimal care of

the patient with pancreatic cancer requires a small village.

The village includes a multidisciplinary team of physicians

who have achieved consensus on both staging and stage-

specific treatment (on- and off-protocol) and a support

network of advanced care practitioners, nurses, and referral

specialists who facilitate initial evaluation and the

management of treatment-related toxicities. The ‘‘10,000-

hour rule’’ as described by Malcom Gladwell in his book

Outliers, examined the time required to achieve mastery in

a field.7 Although he referred to largely non-medical fields,

practice makes perfect in more than athletics and music;

medicine is not an exception. A reasonable volume of

patient referral is required to both provide the necessary

programmatic experience and to justify (pay for) the vil-

lage of support personnel—in the absence of such patient

volume, disease-specific specialists/programs do not exist.

The management of patients with localized pancreatic

cancer could be regulated similar to trauma and the

emerging policy changes in pediatric surgery. Patients can

be referred for initial staging, possible biopsy, and biliary

stenting if necessary and the multidisciplinary team can

then suggest which aspects of care can be delivered in the

patient’s local community. Newly diagnosed patients who

are candidates for anti-cancer therapy (rather than best

supportive care) should be offered referral to a specialty

center and this discussion documented in the medical

record. Such documentation could serve as a metric for

reimbursement. With regard to surgery, whether or not a

surgeon in a given hospital feels qualified to remove part or

all of the pancreas is not the question—this misguided

focus on the surgeon has allowed the debate to continue. If

the resources to manage the disease (which clearly require

some reasonable volume of patients to justify their finan-

cial existence) do not exist, the patient should receive

operative care at a larger specialty/referral center—the

surgeon is just one piece of this debate which needs to be

depersonalized.

In light of the mountain of evidence in support of

avoiding pancreatic surgery at low volume hospitals, why

does this continue? Some possible explanations: 1. Some

surgeons disagree with the data and feel they can perform

the operation as well as those who do it weekly—answered

above—even if this is so, a low volume hospital does not

have the other members of the team necessary to optimize

patient selection for surgery, incorporate contemporary

treatment sequencing to include medical and radiation

oncology, and the preoperative and postoperative expertise

and supportive care that comes with practice. 2. Hospital

systems receive a significant contribution margin for the

care of each patient with pancreatic cancer and ‘‘leakage’’

from the system (to a higher volume institution) is actively

discouraged even for the minority of patients who require

surgery. As physicians have become increasingly

employed by multispecialty practice groups or hospital

systems and the employment platform includes wRVU

requirements/incentives, this has become a major concern.

Physicians may be pressured to treat a patient(s) who they

know would be better managed at another institution. 3.

Physicians and those in hospital administration simply
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remain uninformed or choose to personalize a principled

debate by insisting that volume does not matter and efforts

to regionalize care are simply inappropriately restricting

the practice of medicine. This, if combined with a some-

what fatalistic attitude toward the care of pancreatic cancer,

can pose a formidable argument in support of treating the

patient close to home even if not ‘‘in the right place at the

right time’’. 4. The practice of general surgery is in conflict,

and for non-fellowship trained general surgeons, the con-

flict is the loss of much of what they do (or used to do) to

specialty-trained surgeons. This conflict often contains a

high level of emotion, has generated considerable debate

on how we train surgeons, and at present, the patient is left

in the middle. Non-fellowship trained general surgeons are

granted hospital privileges and are often expected to per-

form pancreatic surgery for cancer after an experience that

is usually in the low single digits as a resident—this is

simply wrong. In urban environments, general surgery

largely does not exist and has been replaced by acute care,

emergency and trauma surgery. Most all other areas

(including acute care/trauma surgery) have evolved spe-

cialty (fellowship) training for the simple reason that

volume does matter—both for the individual surgeon and

to allow for needed program development (creation of the

village). The relationship of hospital volume to patient

outcome is not lost on the educated consumer who will

seek out high volume referral centers. The training of our

residents, as well as system-wide hospital policy, will need

to adapt to this reality.

For now, what can we do to move the needle in the right

direction? Perhaps baby steps forward: 1. As suggested by

Dr. Swanson, elective pancreatic surgery should not be

performed at hospitals with an annual volume of less than

10 operations/year; this can be operationalized by

restricting reimbursement. 2. We can do a better job of

refocusing attention from ‘‘the case’’ to management of the

patient and his/her disease. This paradigm shift should

begin in residency and include a change in how we mea-

sure hospital outcomes to include performance status (at 90

and 180 days) and survival duration for all operated cancer

patients. 3. Pressure applied to physicians to keep patients

in ‘‘the system’’ rather than offer them referral to a center

who can do it better should be forbidden and associated

with a harsh financial penalty. We should all look upon the

decades of volume-outcome data (all with the same find-

ings and conclusions) and the lack of policy change as a

huge failure. All future manuscripts examining this topic in

surgery/oncology should be required to include recom-

mended policy change; transforming data-driven principled

debate to patient management is long overdue.
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